AD&LE AND CO.
emerge into Rotten Row. We leave it unlatched—
we can't do anything else. And this evening, as soon
as it's dark	"
" Hell's blunted bells/' said Berry. ff Haven't we
done enough ? D'you mean to say we've got to return
to this messuage ? Pass through that filthy mantrap
and lie out here in the rain ? And all on the chance
of hearing that white-livered blackguard clean his
teeth ? "
" Why argue ? " said I. " You know as well as
I do	"
" All right," said Berry, " aU right. If I can stagger,
I'll come. It's not a tempting outlook, but I'm getting
used to that. We shall remember Tours, shan't we ?
And here's the rain. Shall I go and shut the skylight ?
We don't want the rats to get wet."
As he spoke, the sky was split by a blinding flash,
the roof of Number Fifteen seemed suddenly bathed
in fire, and I received a powerful electric shock. The
simultaneous clap of thunder resembled the noise of
torn silk, incredibly magnified.
Half-stunned and deafened, we scrambled towards
the casement which a veritable curtain of rain served
to obscure. Long before I had shut the window, I
was drenched to the skin,
" God bless our home," said Berry. " And how
many million volts d'you think that was ? "
" I've no conception," said I. " I know I thought
I was dead/'
* " I'm not certain I'm not," said Berry. " I've half
an idea\ my body's out on the roof. No, it isn't. I
can feel'it hurting itself against the pipes. And isn't
that Fort&ne all over ? One minute she glues her lips
to yours, l^nd the next she bites you in the neck."
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